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ABSTRACT
Rational choice theory predicts for higher punishment less crime.
However, many ﬁeld studies could not support this conclusion. A
game theoretic approach can explain these puzzling ﬁndings
because it takes not only criminals’ but also control agents’ rationality into account. Mixed Nash equilibria predict for higher
punishment less control and no effect on crime rates. A new experimental design is introduced to test game theoretic hypotheses. 196
subjects have been partitioned into ‘inspectees’ who can steal
money from each other and ‘inspectors’ who can invest in control
activities to catch inspectees. Static and dynamic analyses show
that strategic interaction plays an important role for crime and
punishment. However, effects are not as strong as predicted.
Higher punishment indeed causes less control, but crime is deterred
as well. Furthermore, dynamical analyses with the learning model
ﬁctitious play reveal that humans learn only slowly in inspection
situations.
KEY WORDS • control • crime • game theory • learning •
punishment

1. Introduction
Do severe penalties help to reduce crime? This question on the deterrent effect of punishment divides experts and the public. It seems
straightforward that higher punishment deters crime. However, the
empirical literature is far from finding a consistent deterrent effect of
punishment. A recent overview of reviews concludes that the null
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hypothesis should be accepted for the relationship between sentence
severity and crime. It summarizes: ‘A reasonable assessment of the
research to date – with a particular focus on studies conducted in the
past decade – is that sentence severity has no effect on the level of
crime in society’ (Doob and Webster 2003: 143). Von Hirsch et al.
(1999: 47) note in an extensive review that ‘present association
research, mirroring earlier studies, fails . . . to disclose significant and
consistent negative associations between severity levels (. . . such as
duration of imprisonment) and crime rates.’ More specific studies often
reach similar conclusions. MacCoun and Reuter (1998: 213) state about
drug control that ‘severity of sanctioning has little or no influence on
offending.’ Zimring et al. (2001: 105) conclude on the effects of the
Three-Strike laws in the US that ‘the decline in crime observed after the
effective date of the Three-Strikes law was not the result of the statute.’
So why is it that sentence severity has often relatively little impact
on crime rates?1 In this article, two propositions are outlined to pave
the way for game theoretic laboratory experiments in the field of crime
and punishment.
Proposition 1. A game theoretic perspective can explain why punishment
has little effect on crime.

Most analyses of deterrence assume a decision theoretic context:
criminals weigh costs and benefits for a certain criminal behavior with
a given punishment level and detection probability. However, the
rationality of control agents is neglected in this type of analysis.
Punishment is only threatening if criminals are actually detected;
however, detection takes effort. Rational control agents will try to
optimize their level of control according to a specific crime level and
vice versa. Game theory can provide predictions on the interaction
between crime and control rates. Tsebelis (1990) pioneered the game
theoretic approach of crime and punishment. Its premise rests on the
assumption that criminals and control agents have opposite incentive
structures. While criminals like to commit crimes, control agents like
to catch them. If criminals knew that they are not watched, they
would prefer to commit a crime. However, if they committed a crime
and control agents knew it, control agents would prefer to take some
effort to detect them (i.e. to improve their careers). As a consequence,
criminals would resign from crime, which makes control again unattractive. Players want to avoid predictability in such a situation. In
game theoretic terms, we say there is no solution in pure strategies. A
preliminary prediction might be that criminals and control agents will
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change their behavior all the time to be unpredictable. Fortunately,
game theory provides a more precise answer to the problem. It is predicted that criminals and control agents will choose a certain probability for their action. This probability choice is called a mixed
strategy. The chosen probability shall leave the opponent indifferent.2
Thus, criminals calibrate their probability to commit a crime so that
control agents are indifferent between control and no control. The
other way round, control agents choose their probability of control so
that criminals are indifferent between committing a crime or not.
Hence, criminals are sensitive for payoffs of control agents and control agents are sensitive for payoffs of criminals. Consequently,
higher punishment does not deter crime but control.
Proposition 2. Laboratory experiments provide the best validation regime
to test game theoretic hypotheses for crime and punishment.

There have been field studies on punishment effects on crime, however, there are many potential confounding variables. Furthermore,
previous field studies of the effects of punishment on crime could not
specifically test Tsebelis’ explanation, because these studies took
severity of punishment as an exogenous condition and did not use
information about how this affected behavior of law enforcement agencies in the field settings under study. Therefore, it is suggested to
develop a new design for a laboratory experiment. In the laboratory,
punishment levels can be manipulated while everything else can be
held constant, so that causal effects of punishment on crime and control
can be measured with high internal validity.3 Furthermore, utilities for
crime and control can be measured with monetary incentives, so that
precise point predictions can be tested.
There is a growing body of literature that uses laboratory experiments
to estimate effects of informal punishment (Fehr and Gächter 2000,
2002; Falk and Fischbacher 2002; Diekmann 2003; Fehr and Fischbacher 2004; Voss and Vieth 2006; Anderson and Putterman 2006). However, there is no laboratory experiment on the inspection game, which
studies formal punishment regimes that pay control agents a reward if
they successfully detect those who break the norms.
This article is structured as follows. First, the decision theoretic versus the game theoretic approach of crime and control are contrasted.
Game theoretic hypotheses are derived from mixed Nash equilibria. An
experimental design is introduced and empirical results from two
experiments are presented. The article concludes with a discussion of
further research and policy implications.
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2. Theoretical analysis of crime and punishment
2.1 Crime from a decision theoretic perspective
In his seminal article, Gary Becker (1968) was the first to develop
a sound formal theory of crime and punishment. Becker (1968) regards
crime as rational behavior, accessible to standard market equilibrium
analysis. Criminals are regarded as utility maximizers who optimize
their payoffs under restrictions and risk. Criminals have clear incentives for criminal conduct; they gain material utility from theft or burglaries, respectively immaterial gains for mayhem and the like. More
specifically, criminal i receives the combined monetary and psychic
payoff y from a certain crime. However, she faces the conviction probability of c to receive the punishment p. Formally, we can write the
expected utility π from crime for criminal i as πi = cðy − pÞ +
ð1 − cÞðyÞ (see Becker 1968: 177). Let si denote the likelihood that
criminal i commits the crime. We can rearrange terms and obtain the
payoff of criminal i as
πi ðsi Þ = si ðy − cpÞ:

ð1Þ

In this perspective higher punishment reduces criminal activities.
However, Becker’s analysis neglects strategic interaction: Outcomes of
criminals, victims and police depend on the action of ego and on the
actions of all other involved actors. Criminals want to commit crimes
on their victims, victims do not want to be victimized and control
agents want to catch criminals, which criminals want to avoid. Confounding decision theoretic problems with problems of strategic interaction can be coined as the Robinson Crusoe fallacy (Tsebelis 1989).
While sociologists, especially from the labeling paradigm, stressed the
dynamics of social interaction early on, game theory and labeling theory did not synthesize so far.4
As a consequence, I will elaborate a game theoretic perspective on
crime and punishment in the next sections. For that, I will first present the
original contribution of Tsebelis (1990) of the first game theoretical
model of crime and punishment. Subsequently, I will demonstrate with
examples from other areas of the social sciences the structural differences
between the model of Tsebelis (1990) and other, so-called discoordination games. The demonstration of such differences serves as an argument
why the original model is modified with ideas from social contract theory
(Taylor 1976, 1987; Kavka 1983). As a result, a model is presented that
conserves the structural features of the original contribution of Tsebelis
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(1990) but enables more realistic tests that allow us to draw more reasonable inferences to criminal behavior outside the lab. In particular, the
modified model is motivated by the idea that law enforcers in the field
might also be motivated by the knowledge that criminals inflict harm on
their victims, and criminals, furthermore, might constrain themselves to
some extent due to this knowledge. I conclude this paper with a brief
comment why I nevertheless do not incorporate aspects from behavioral
game theory into this model.
2.2 Crime from a game theoretic perspective
Tsebelis (1990) was the pioneer who introduced a game theoretic
model of crime and punishment. There are two different groups of
actors: members of one group can decide to commit a crime and members of the other group can decide to inspect. Members of the first
group are called inspectees and members of the second group inspectors. Inspectees can decide to commit a crime with payoff y and punishment costs p if caught. If they do not commit a crime, their payoffs
remain unchanged. Inspectors can decide to inspect inspectees. They
have to invest inspection costs k to detect the action of the inspectee. If
an inspector catches an inspectee having committed a crime, the
inspector receives the reward r. If not successful, inspection costs are
lost. If they do not inspect, they remain at their income level. Undetected crime is assumed to be attractive and punishment to be a threat,
so that p > y > 0. Likewise, it is assumed that inspectors gain from successful inspection so that r > k > 0. The situation is illustrated with the
2 × 2 matrix in Table 1.
It is best to commit a crime if not inspected and not commit a crime
if inspected. Inspectors have reverse payoffs: it is best to inspect a criminal and desist from inspection if there is no crime. Thus, there is no
solution in pure strategies; so actors have to choose a certain probability for their actions. Let si be the probability that inspectee i chooses to
commit the crime and cj the probability that inspector j will inspect
inspectee i. We can write the payoff function π for inspectee i who
plays against inspector j as
πi ðsi ; cj Þ = si ðy − cj pÞ:
The payoff function φ for inspector j who plays against inspectee i is
φj ðsi ; cj Þ = cj ðsi r − kÞ:
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Table 1. The inspection game
Inspector j
inspect
Inspectee i

y-p,r-k (
+
no crime
0, -k
)
crime

not inspect
y,0
*
0,0

with p > y > 0, r > k > 0

The difference between the game theoretic and the decision theoretic approach sharpens: in the decision theoretic context, criminals
have to adjust their criminal activity to a given conviction probability.
In the game theoretic approach, the conviction probability is a product
of rational choices of inspectees who want to maximize their payoffs.
The best response for inspectee i can be calculated by the first partial
i
derivative ∂π
∂si
8
if y − cj p > 0
<1
si * ðcj Þ = ½0; 1 if y − cj p = 0
:
0
if y − cj p < 0:
∂φ

The first partial derivative ∂c j shows the best response for inspector j as
8j
if si r − k > 0
<1
cj * ðsi Þ = ½0; 1 if si r − k = 0
:
0
if si r − k < 0:
Due to p > y > 0 and r > k > 0, there are no Nash equilibria in pure
strategies. The optimal choice is to choose a mixture of strategies that
leaves the opponent indifferent. If alter is not indifferent, she will take
advantage and exploit ego on ego’s costs and vice versa. Hence, both
actors should calibrate their chosen probability with the utility function
of their opponent in such a way that she is indifferent. Given the indifference conditions above, we calculate the mixed Nash equilibrium for
the decision to commit a crime for inspectee i as si * = kr and likewise
the mixed Nash equilibrium cj * to invest in control for inspectors as
cj * = py. Results are counterintuitive: less attractive crimes would cause
less inspection, not less crimes. Conclusively, higher punishment
would have no impact on crime – higher punishment would cause less
inspection. Likewise, more attractive inspection would cause less crime
and did not affect inspection behavior. While the derived hypotheses
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from the game theoretic model of crime might astonish, Tsebelis
(1990) has shown that the equilibria are stable for various extensions of
the model: infinite strategy spaces, unilateral and bilateral myopic
behavior and imperfect information.
2.3 The meaning of mixed strategies
The model of Tsebelis (1990) is supposed to describe the strategic
interaction between criminals and control agents such as policemen,
public prosecutors, or judges. While the game captures the reversed
interests between criminals and inspectors, it lacks a ‘criminal element,’ i.e. the harm implied by criminal activities. The model rather
describes a ‘matching-pennies’ situation. One party is interested in
a mismatch (i.e. commit a crime if there is no control) while the other
party is interested in a match (i.e. perform control if there is crime).
Such ‘matching-pennies’ situations are well known in many areas of
social life. In the following, we will show with examples from sport, literature, war, and education the advantage of conceptualizing conflict
between two parties as so-called ‘discoordination problems’ (Rasmusen
2004: 77). These examples illustrate, on the one hand, the similarity
between crime and other bilateral conflicts in social life. On the other
hand, however, the examples illustrate that criminal behavior implies
additionally negative externalities for third parties, which can be understood as the missing ‘criminal element’ in the inspection game. While
this aspect is not so important for understanding the structural features of
the inspection game, it is crucial for the construction of a design which
enables a valid test of these features in the laboratory. The missing
‘criminal element’ in the inspection game and its importance for respective experimental designs will be discussed in sections 2.4 and 2.5.
The most intuitively understandable discoordination situations can be
found in professional sports. Consider the example of penalty kicks in
soccer (Chiappori et al. 2002; Palacios-Huerta 2003; Moschini 2004;
Berger and Hammer 2007). The goal-keeper prefers to dive left when
the penalty kick goes left and prefers the right side if the kick goes right.
In contrast, the kicker has the opposite preferences. There is clearly no
Nash equilibrium in pure strategies, as the goal-keeper would always
want to switch away from a mismatch, and the kicker would always want
to switch from a match. That is, the penalty kick is a paradigmatic example of a discoordination game with the zero-sum (or constant-sum) properties: what one player wins, the other player loses. Another example is
the serve and return play of tennis players (Walker and Wooders 2001).
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The serving player aims at outplaying the returning player. The best
strategy for the server is to serve long-line when the return player
expects a cross and vice versa. The returning player, on the other hand,
wants to choose the same corner as the server. Again, one player is interested in a match, whereas the other player is interested in a mismatch.
Examples of discoordination games are not restricted to sports. Even
literature is full of discoordination problems. Brams (1994) illustrates
a scene in Sherlock Holmes, where Holmes is pursued by his opponent
Moriarty.5 Holmes has to decide whether to get off his train at Dover
or at Canterbury, an intermediate stop. He chooses Canterbury, anticipating that Moriarty will take a special faster train to Dover to try to
catch him when he gets off there. With this move, Holmes has outplayed his opponent.6
Such hide-and-seek situations are quite frequent in wars. One classic
example is the battle of the Bismarck Sea in the South Pacific in 1943
(Rasmusen 2004: 22). General Imamura has been ordered to transport
Japanese troops across the Bismarck Sea to New Guinea, whereas General Kenney aims to bomb the transport. Imamura can decide between
a shorter northern route and a longer southern route to New Guinea
while Kenney faces the decision of where to send his planes. For Kenney, a mismatch means losing valuable days of bombings, whereas for
Imamura, a match means losing his troops.
Our last example deals with education (Gintis 2000: 71–72). Suppose a mother wants to help her unemployed son financially, but she
does not want to contribute to his distress by allowing him to loaf
around. The problem is that the son might even have difficulties in finding a job when his mother helps but he prefers to loaf around if he can
enjoy the financial help of his mother. It turns out that this example
bears the typical cyclical structure of discoordination problems as well.
If the mother helps the son, the son loafs around. Knowing this, the
mother will cut off financial aid, the son seeks work, but the mother
feels bad. Thus, she changes her strategy, supports her son, drives him
again to laziness, and, finally, cuts off her financial aid again.
2.4 Game theory and the social contract
The several examples in the last section showed that discoordination problems are not only relevant in the field of crime and punishment, but in
many other fields of the social sciences, too. In addition, however, I illustrated that pure discoordination problems capture the mere conflict
between two parties. Consequently, we can pose the relatively abstract
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research question whether humans are in general capable of finding
mixed-strategy equilibria in abstract discoordination problems. When
surveying the literature, we find several elementary and advanced laboratory experiments, which focus on this rather abstract research question
(O’Neill 1987; Rapoport and Boebel 1992; Bloomfield 1994; Shachat
2002; Goeree et al. 2003; Palacios-Huerta and Volij 2008).
However, the scope of this article goes beyond these approaches. Our
aim is to study discoordination behavior for the particular case of crime
and control. Whereas games between tennis players, between soccer
players, or between mothers and sons only affect the particular players in
the game, the story for crime is different. Criminal behavior bears
a ‘criminal element,’ which should be incorporated for a valid empirical
test of discoordination behavior between criminals and inspectors. In
particular, gains for criminals have further impact as they reduce the welfare of the society at large. Put the other way round – only because of
the welfare loss from crime, inspectors are employed by society to
control, catch, and punish criminals. Expressed in methodological
terms, the model suggested by Tsebelis (1990) lacks construct validity. While payoffs y from crime capture money, social status, or psychic relief, negative externalities in the form of losses of victims are
neglected.
This missing ‘criminal element’ is best described in social contract
theory. Thomas Hobbes argued in his Leviathan that it follows from
the nasty and brutish nature of men to establish a strong state, so that
men are controlled and, in case of non-cooperative behavior, punished.
In his view, only a state-driven punishment regime can promote cooperation. Later, political philosophers and social scientists reformulated
and modeled Hobbes’ argument with the prisoner’s dilemma (Taylor
1976, 1987; Kavka 1983).
Hobbes’s analysis of the state of nature as a state of war is the introduction
of [the] Prisoner’s Dilemma. Namely, that in certain important situations,
there is a divergence between individual and collective rationality. That is, if
each individual performs the act that is, in fact, in his own individual best
interest, all – ironically – end up worse off than if they had all acted otherwise. Hobbes, in effect, though not in so many words, points out this problem with respect to attack behavior and promise keeping in the state of
nature. Each would be better-off if they all kept their agreements and
refrained from attacking one another. But there are apparent unilateral
advantages to be gained by violating agreements and by conquest, and one
will suffer substantial disadvantages if others do these things and one does
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not. As a result, agreements are in vain and anticipatory attack is the most
reasonable individual strategy. (Kavka 1983: 309–310)

We can borrow this idea from classic contract theory to model criminal behavior with a prisoner’s dilemma. In particular, we can think of
crime as a welfare transfer between perpetrator and victim: While criminals enjoy positive effects, victims suffer negative effects from crime.
Whereas we denoted previously criminal gains with y, we can now
specify y as the welfare transfer between perpetrator and victim. More
specifically, we assume that the commodity x is transferred from victim
to perpetrator with an efficiency factor γ, and replace y with γx. Furthermore, crime is mostly inefficient: a stolen watch will pay less to
a thief on the black market than the victim would have paid for it. Similarly, the psychic and physical absolute value of mayhem or rape will
be less for the perpetrator than for the victim. As a consequence, we
assume that 0 < γ < 1 and model criminal behavior as a prisoner’s
dilemma between two criminals h and i in the 2 × 2 matrix (Table 2).
Obviously, it is the dominant choice to defect, i.e. to commit a crime,
although both parties benefited from mutual resistance to commit the
crime. Herewith, we can specify the above-discussed ‘criminal element’ as the welfare loss associated with mutual defection compared to
mutual cooperation. Both lost nothing [0,0] if both desisted from crime.
However, the Nash equilibrium predicts that both commit a crime and
face losses of [xðγ − 1Þ; xðγ − 1Þ].7
2.5 Inspection of criminals in a prisoner’s dilemma
The social trap of criminals and victims creates a demand for punishment, as both actually preferred to live in a situation of mutual cooperation but end up in a situation of mutual defection. Punishment can
provide a solution to this demand in adding an incentive to coordinate
on a more beneficial equilibrium, as argued by earlier scholars:
Hobbes proposes a plausible solution to the problem of diverging individual and collective rationality: the creation of a power to impose sanctions that would alter the parties’ payoffs so as to synchronize individual
and collective rationality. (Kavka 1983: 310)

The innovative element, now, is to combine the prisoner’s dilemma
with the inspection game. The main argument for this innovation is to
provide a model, which reflects the same structural features as the
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Table 2. The crime game
Criminal i
crime
Criminal h

no crime

γxi  xh , γxh  xi ( γxi ,xi
*
*
no crime
xh ,γxh
(
0 ,0
crime

with 0 < γ < 1, xh = xi > 0:

inspection game (Tsebelis 1990), but incorporates the reasoning of social
contract theory that crime shall be captured by Pareto-inefficient strategies and inspection by a strategy to deter such Pareto-inefficiencies of
the inspectees. In particular, it is suggested to model criminal behavior
as a prisoner’s dilemma between two inspectees who are in a separate
strategic interaction situation with the inspector. Such a concept allows
to test the implications of the discoordination game for the field of crime
and punishment.
More specifically, we suggest a simple four-player system. Inspectee
i can offend against inspectee h and inspectee h can offend against
inspectee i with criminal payoffs of γx and victimization losses of x. In
addition, there are two inspectors; inspector j can inspect inspectee i
and inspector l can inspect inspectee h, as shown in Figure 1.
We can combine our reasoning on the inspection game and on the prisoner’s dilemma and write our model as follows. The payoff function π for
inspectee i, who plays against inspectee h and inspector j and the payoff
function for inspectee h who plays against inspectee i and inspector l are
πi ðsh ; si ; cj ; cl Þ = si ðγxh − cj pÞ − sh xi

ð2Þ

πh ðsh ; si ; cj ; cl Þ = sh ðγxi − cl pÞ − si xh :

ð3Þ

If no inspectors are present (c = 0), it is a dominant choice for both
inspectees to commit a crime due to ∂π
∂s = γx. However, both inspectees
face losses of ðγ − 1Þðxh + xi Þ in total. Due to 0 < γ < 1, player i and
player h are in a prisoner’s dilemma when no inspectors are present.
Hence, both will commit a crime against each other and both will face
losses due to inefficient welfare transfers. Because payoffs from victimization cancel out in the first partial derivative, the best response for
inspectee h is independent of the choice of inspectee i and vice versa.
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crime
inspectee h

inspectee i
crime

inspect

inspect

inspector l

inspector j

Figure 1. The combination of the inspection and the crime game

However, the third-party intervention of inspectors changes the prisoner’s
dilemma to an inspection game: If caught, inspectees have to face the
punishment cost p. Inspectors have to pay inspection costs k and gain
rewards r if successful, as discussed in section 2.2. The payoff function φ
for inspector j who inspects inspectee i and the payoff function for inspector l who inspects inspectee h are
φj ðsh ; si ; cj ; cl Þ = cj ðsi r − kÞ

ð4Þ

φl ðsh ; si ; cj ; cl Þ = cl ðsh r − kÞ:

ð5Þ

Inspectees optimize their choices against inspectors and inspectors
optimize their choices against inspectees, irrespective of the behavior
of opponent inspectees. Hence, we derive the best response as in section 2.2, except that criminal payoffs are now denoted by γx instead of
y. Therefore, we calculate the mixed Nash equilibrium strategy for
inspectees from the indifference condition of the best response for
inspectors as
k
s* = :
ð6Þ
r
The mixed Nash equilibrium strategy for inspectors to invest in inspection is calculated from the indifference condition of the best response
for inspectees as
γx
c* =
:
ð7Þ
p
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In conclusion, we derive ceteris paribus two main hypotheses about the
effect of strength of punishment on crime and control:
Hypothesis 1. Strength of punishment p has no impact on crime.
Hypothesis 2. The higher the punishment p the less inspection.

We see that the derived Nash predictions are the same as in the two
player system of Tsebelis (1990); thus we have succeeded in proposing
a model that implements on the one hand the discoordination mechanism and on the other hand negative externalities from crime.
2.6 Some notes on behavioral game theory
It is possible to raise another argument, why the incorporation of the
prisoner’s dilemma into the inspection game is useful for a laboratory
test of the inspection game. The inequity between a criminal and a noncriminal inspectee can invoke feelings of injustice. While the criminal
might feel guilt for outsmarting her non-criminal opponent, her opponent might feel envy for being outsmarted.
We know from laboratory experiments that such emotions matter and
change behavioral patterns (for an overview see Fehr and Gintis 2007).
Furthermore, inspectors, as third parties, might feel with the inspectees,
as documented by third-party punishment experiments of dictators
games (Fehr and Fischbacher 2004). In the meanwhile, there has been
progress on how these emotions can be incorporated into game theory
(Rabin 1993; Fehr and Schmidt 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels 2000). It is
possible to derive different equilibria for the inspection game, in line
with the research direction of behavioral game theory (Camerer 2003,
2004). More specifically, the introduction of inequity aversion for
inspectees would decrease the payoffs for criminal conduct. Furthermore, the affection of inspectors is expected to provide an additional
inspection reward in terms of positive feelings for doing justice to the
inspectees. As a consequence, both parties would change their probability mixture accordingly. It is possible to test the implications of behavioral game theory with a parallel measurement of behavior and attitudes,
for example with reciprocity scales (Perugini et al. 2003).
Moreover, behavioral game theory offers even more arguments to
change strategy mixtures. It is possible to consider aspects of motivation crowding theory (Frey 1994; Frey and Jegen 2001), i.e. to assume
that the introduction of punishment might crowd out inequity aversion.
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Alternatively, there might be other behavioral side-effects of punishment: for example, inspectees could commit more crimes in a mild
punishment regime compared to regimes without punishment. The reason is that mild punishment could be regarded as a ‘legitimate prize for
crime’ (Gneezi and Rustichini 2004), so that criminals buy their legitimization for criminal conduct.
As we see, introducing notions from behavioral game theory can
drive equilibria in various directions. In contrast to such relatively arbitrary extensions, the analysis of the inspection game is founded on the
solid axioms of standard game theory and can, nevertheless, explain
why higher punishment does not decrease crime rates. Therefore, we
regard the analysis with standard game theoretic tools as more parsimonious and better substantiated so that we leave the various extensions
from behavioral game theory aside in this paper. Nevertheless, the proposed model and associated experimental design could be useful in
deriving implications from behavioral game theory and respective tests
in future studies.

3. Experimental design
3.1 Basic design and procedures
In the first part of the experiment, subjects earn own property by providing correct answers in a knowledge quiz. We use experimental
tokens, which are transferred to euros with the exchange rates given
below. The quiz includes thirty multiple choice questions, with two
choices each. It covers politics, art, geography, science and mathematics. Subjects have 90 seconds to answer 5 questions within each of
these knowledge fields. A quiz lets subjects attribute own property to
obtained money. Previous experiments report that effort for entitlements creates stronger and more reliable incentives (Falk and Fischbacher 2002; Gächter and Riedl 2005).
In the second part of the experiment, subjects receive instructions
about the rules of the game. Subjects are told that they will be randomly divided into ‘players’ and ‘inspectors.’ In the experimental
instructions, we avoided value-laden terms for inspectees like criminal
or technical terms like inspectee. Yet, they do not know which role they
will play; inspectee or inspector. Accordingly, subjects have to comprehend rules for both parties. Instructions are structured in three sections.
The first section covers the general structure of the inspection game.
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The remaining two sections cover the specific monetary payoffs for
inspectees and inspectors respectively. Next, subjects complete eleven
multiple choice questions about the rules of the game for both parties,
inspectees and inspectors. Only now, subjects are randomly divided
into inspectees and inspectors and learn their roles. Thereafter, inspectees and inspectors play two practice periods in their respective roles
before the experiment is started with monetary stakes.
In the third part, subjects play 30 periods of the inspection game.
We use a stranger-matching: each inspectee i is randomly matched with
one different inspectee h each period. Each of these two inspectees can
take simultaneously a fixed amount of money x from the personal
account of the other inspectee. However, thieves only earn γx, while
victims lose x with 0 < γ < 1. For the matching of inspectors with
inspectees, we use a stranger-matching as well. Each inspector is randomly matched with one different inspectee each period. Inspector j
can choose to pay inspection costs k to reveal the decision of her
matched inspectee i. If inspector j inspects inspectee i and inspectee i
actually stole money from her matched inspectee h, inspector j receives
a monetary reward r, while inspectee i receives punishment p > γx.
However, inspectee i keeps her stolen money γx.
There are four experimental treatments. Strength of punishment p
and their order is varied. N = 20 subjects take part in each experimental
session.8 In sessions 1–5, subjects were allocated to low punishment
for periods 1–15. Thereafter, strength of punishment changed. The
same subjects were allocated to high punishment for periods 16–30.
Subjects kept their role as inspectee or inspector respectively. We
denote experiment 1 as treatment with low punishment first. In experiment 2, treatments were reversed: subjects started with high punishment for 15 periods and continued thereafter with low punishment. The
treatment conditions are summarized in table 3. The proposed design
provides high statistical power due to the ability of within and between
subject comparisons for both inspectees and inspectors.
3.2 Payoffs and information conditions
The experiment is conducted in a computer laboratory and programmed with the software z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007). Subjects interact anonymously via a computer network with each other and do not
learn the identity of their interaction partners at any time. The parameters are as follows. Inspectee h can steal from inspectee i x = 10
experimental tokens. The welfare inefficiency factor is γ = 0:5. Hence,
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Table 3. Treatment conditions

15 periods low punishment
15 periods high punishment

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Low punishment first
(session 1–5)

High punishment first
(session 6–10)

48 inspectees
48 inspectors
48 inspectees
48 inspectors

50 inspectees
50 inspectors
50 inspectees
50 inspectors

In total: 10 sessions, 196 subjects, 5880 decisions

inspectee h only earns γx = 5 experimental tokens for theft. Inspector j
has to pay k = 5 tokens inspection costs and gains r = 10 tokens for
successful inspection. Punishment is in the low punishment condition
pl = 6 tokens and in the high punishment condition ph = 25 tokens.
Note that inspection costs do not change when strength of punishment
is changed. Thus, increased punishment is interpretable as increased
efficiency of punishment.
One additional problem about the payoffs has to be solved. On average, inspectees will lose money whereas inspectors will stay at their
income level during the course of the game. However, we like inspectees and inspectors to receive roughly equivalent payments at the end
of the experiment. There are two possible alternatives. Inspectors earn
less money in the knowledge quiz or inspectees and inspectors can be
treated with a different exchange rate. We take the second solution
because it guarantees equivalent treatments for inspectees and inspectors in the knowledge quiz. Inspectees are paid 10 cents and inspectors
are paid 2 cents for each experimental token. Hence, inspectees can
steal 1 euro with a gain of 50 cents each period and inspectors can
invest 10 cents with the prospect of earning 20 cents for successful
inspection. Note that different exchange rates do not result in different
Nash equilibria. Inspectees and inspectors learn their exchange rates
when they learn which role they will play. Inspectees and inspectors
only know their own exchange rate; however, they are told that there is
a different exchange rate due to unequal expected earnings at the end
of the experiment.
Subjects are given the following information after each period.
Inspectee h learns the decision of her matched inspectee i and the decision of her matched inspector l and, if eligible, whether she has been
punished. Inspector l learns the decision of her matched inspectee h.
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Both players learn their current income level each period. Table 4 summarizes the payoff parameters for both roles.
3.3 Predictions
Given the payoff parameters for inspectees, we can predict with (6)
theft probability for low punishment as sðlpÞ * = 12 and equally for high
punishment sðhpÞ * = 12. Given the payoff parameters for inspectors, we
can predict with (6) inspection probability for low punishment as
5
cðlpÞ * = 56 and for high punishment as cðhpÞ * = 25
. In conclusion, we
infer the following predictions (note rounding):
Prediction 1. The theft rate averages 50% for low and for high
punishment.
Prediction 2. The inspection rate averages 80% for low punishment and
20% for high punishment.

4. Experimental results
4.1 Some descriptive features of the experiment
In total, we have observations from 196 subjects. These subjects were
randomly chosen from an address pool of 692 students and randomly
allocated to one experimental session. Each subject participated only
once in the experiment. The address pool consists of students from
many different fields from the University of Leipzig. We offered each
subject a show-up fee of 5 euros for participating in the experiment,
which was paid at the end of the experiment. The experiment lasted for
about one hour. Subjects understood the instructions well, as we
learned by the comments of the subjects. 72% of subjects were female,
due to an over-representation of students from humanities and social
sciences in the address pool.9
The income distribution throughout the periods illustrates that
inspectees lose money over time, while inspectors roughly stay at their
income level. On average, inspectees start with 23 euros and lose 19
euros during the game. Inspectors start on average with 4.50 euros and
finish with 4.70 euros in the final period. However, the range of final
payments for inspectees is between 0.00 and 19.30 euros and for
inspectors between 2.00 and 6.60 euros. For total earnings, the showup fee of 5 euros has to be added.
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Table 4. Payoff parameters (in experimental tokens)
Inspectees
p
γ
x
γx
E

Strength of punishment
Crime inefficiency factor
Loss victim
Gain thief
Exchange rate (points-euro)
Inspectors

c
r
E

Inspection cost
Reward successful inspection
Exchange rate (points-euro)

Low punishment

High punishment

6
0.5
10
5
0.10

25
0.5
10
5
0.10

Low punishment

High punishment

5
10
0.02

5
10
0.02

4.2 Construct validity of the experimental design
We conducted several qualitative interviews after the experiments to
determine the construct validity of our experimental design. These interviews reveal that subjects understood the structure of the game quite
well. More importantly, however, the interviews show that the chosen
design of the combination of the structural features of the inspection
game with those of the prisoner’s dilemma was successful. The subjects
felt like being in a discoordination situation of the particular type of
crime and crime control. We asked the subjects, which real-life situations they associated with the setting in the laboratory experiment.
Inspectees thought of fare-dodging, shoplifting, theft, speeding, smuggling, cheating with scholarships and inspectors thought of policemen,
private control agents, governmental controls, or, more playfully, of
playing cops and robbers.
4.3 Punishment effects on crime and inspection
First, we test predictions 1 and 2 in a static analysis. We analyze the
mean effect of strength of punishment on theft and inspection, averaged
over all periods. We treat repeated measurements for theft and inspection over 15 periods as a reliability measure. Moreover, we treat results
from our 10 different sessions as a reliability measure, so that we interpret session data as replications of the same experiment.
Figure 2 shows mean theft and mean inspection rates for low vs.
high punishment for experiment 1, separately for each session. Each
bar represents 150 decisions (except session 3 with 135 decisions). For
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Mean theft rate
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Inspection
Low punishment
High punishment

Figure 2. Mean punishment effect for each session (experiment 1)

all sessions, there is less theft for low punishment than for high punishment. The average theft rate over all sessions is for low punishment
60% and for high punishment 40%. We cannot hold hypothesis 2.5;
stronger punishment does apparently deter crime.
For all sessions (except session 2) we observe for higher punishment
less inspection. The average inspection rate over all sessions is for low
punishment 54% and for high punishment 36%. Therefore, we can confirm hypothesis 2: Higher punishment does indeed deter inspection.
With logistic regressions10 it can be shown that punishment effects on
inspection are even in single sessions significant on the 5% level. This
is a remarkably strong finding considering that there are only 10
inspectors per session. However, subjects do not reach the exact mixed
Nash predictions; there is too much inspection for high punishment and
too little inspection for low punishment.
Data from experiment 2 with high punishment first reveal a similar
pattern. In all sessions, crime increases for lower punishment. Averaged over all sessions, we observe 47% theft for high punishment and
69% theft for low punishment. In four out of five sessions, inspection
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Figure 3. Mean punishment effect for each session (experiment 2)

increases for lower punishment. With logistic regressions it can be
shown that punishment effects on inspection are significant on the 5%
level for most sessions (except session 8 and 10). Over all sessions,
inspection averages 48% for high punishment and 59% for low punishment. Hence, we can confirm hypothesis 2.5. Nevertheless, as in experiment 1, there is too much inspection for high punishment and too little
inspection for low punishment.
In the following, we pool session data to analyze the statistical
significance of the mean punishment effects. We estimate linear random intercept models. We have data of 2940 decisions clustered in 98
inspectees and 10 sessions, and 2940 decisions, clustered in 98 inspectors and 10 sessions. A linear random intercept model with random intercepts for subjects and sessions adjusts standard errors for clustered
decisions in subjects and sessions.11 We model separately theft and
inspection for each treatment effect, strength of punishment and their
order (low punishment as first or as second stage): for both, theft and
inspection, we compare low versus high punishment, models (1) and (2),
and order effects, models (3) and (4). Order effects can be interpreted as
differences between increase and decrease of punishment. Models are
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estimated with Stata 9.2, using the GLLAMM procedure (Rabe-Hesketh
and Skrondal 2005).
Table 5 reports significant punishment effects for both, theft and
inspection. High punish is a dummy variable, coded 0 for low punishment stages and 1 for high punishment stages (for experiment 1 and 2).
Higher punishment causes 21% less theft, but also 15% less inspection.
Effects are significant on the 0.1% level. Thus, hypothesis 2 can be
confirmed that strategic interaction shifts effects of criminals’ incentives to behavioral changes of inspectors.
However, there are also order effects (although not significant on
the 5% level). Punish increase is a dummy variable, coded 0 for experiment 2 (high punishment first) and 1 for experiment 1 (low punishment
first). There is 8% less theft and 9% less inspection, when punishment
is increased compared to when it is decreased. These findings were not
expected. However, we can interpret these findings with prospect theory (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981): an increase of punishment implies
losses: crime becomes more expensive. In contrast, a decrease of punishment implies gains in terms of more attractive criminal opportunities. It is well known from prospect theory that actors react more
sensitively to losses than to gains. Thus, punishment might deter more
when it is increased. Note, however, that this is a post hoc interpretation of the data, which should be confirmed in future studies.
The random part of the model reveals that different subjects differ considerably in their average theft and inspection behavior: We can compare
the lower 10% with the upper 10% of the population whenpwe
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ take the
intercept + the z-value 1.28 times the standard deviation τ 20 for subjects. Those with little reluctance to steal (upper 10% of the criminal
population) steal about 25% more than reluctant inspectees (lower 10%
of the population). For inspection, the same result holds. Strongly motivated inspectors (upper 10% of the population) inspect roughly 25% more
than inspectors with little motivation to inspect (lower 10%). Random
session intercepts do not add much explanatory power. Subjects in different sessions do not vary much in their theft or inspection behavior. Therefore, random session intercepts are excluded from subsequent models.
4.4 Learning and behavioral dynamics
The static analysis revealed that subjects take strategic decision making
into account, however less than predicted from game theory. Nevertheless, it might be the case that humans adapt over time and learn how to
optimize their behavior in such inspection situations.
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Table 5. Linear random intercept models for theft and inspection
(1)
Theft

(2)
Inspect

(3)
Theft

0.56***
(0.024)
−0.15***
(0.016)

0.58***
(0.031)

(4)
Inspect

Fixed effects
Intercept
High punish

0.65***
(0.027)
−0.21***
(0.016)

−0.083
(0.044)

Punish increase

0.53***
(0.032)

−0.086
(0.045)

Random effects
Decisions σ 2
Subjects τ 20
Sessions ’20
LogLikelihood
Bic
N(decisions)

0.20***
(0.0052)
0.039***
(0.0069)
0.0018
(0.0030)
−1873.2
3786.4
2940

0.20***
(0.0053)
0.045***
(0.0074)
5.4e−19
(6.2e−11)
−1902.8
3845.5
2940

0.21***
(0.0055)
0.039***
(0.0069)
0.00094
(0.0022)
−1953.2
3946.3
2940

0.20***
(0.0054)
0.043***
(0.0071)
3.9e−18
(1.1e−10)
−1939.5
3918.9
2940

Standard errors in parentheses, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
2940 Decisions, 98 Subjects, 10 Sessions. The random effects denote the variances of the
intercepts, clustered in subjects and sessions. High punish: Dummy, 0—low, 1—high
punishment. Punish increase: Dummy, 0—experiment 2, 1—experiment 1.

For derivation of hypotheses, we use a parsimonious learning model
known as fictitious play, described by Fudenberg and Levine (1998). Fictitious play assumes that agents start with an initial expectation of the
distribution of the opponents’ strategies. After the first move, agents
learn about their opponents, update their expectations and meet an optimal decision, given the updated expectation and the payoffs. This learning rule is simple, forward-looking and mimics rational agents that adapt
their behavior in situations of uncertainty. There are alternative learning
models which can be described as backward looking (Macy 1993). Such
‘Pavlovian’ learning rules assume agents that have an initial aspiration
level that they want to reach. If agents underscore, they change their
aspiration and their strategy in a probabilistic way.12 We use fictitious
play, as it converges to mixed equilibria over time (Fudenberg and Kreps
1993), so that we can investigate how fast humans adapt.
The learning model can be described in three steps. First, criminals
start with an initial expectation of being caught and inspectors with an
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initial expectation of catching a criminal. While learning models predict behavioral changes for given expectations, they leave out statements about initial behavior, given no prior experience. But for the
experiments, we have data to estimate these initial levels. We assume
that inspectees and inspectors have an expectation that matches their
initial decisions in the experiment.
Learning Phase 1. The initial belief of detection likelihood for inspectees
and inspectors is between 0 and their indifference point if they
committed a crime (inspectees), or did not inspect (inspectors).
In the reverse case, it is between their indifference point and 1.

To determine the precise values of the initial expectation ^c0i that
inspectee i expects to be inspected, we draw from a uniform distribution
within the interval between 0 and γx
p if the inspectee commited a theft and
between γx
and
1
if
she
did
not
commit
a theft. Likewise for inspectors,
p
we determine the expectation of inspector j of catching a criminal in
period 0, ^s0j , as a draw from a uniform distribution between 0 and kr if she
did not perform control and between kr and 1 if she performed control.
In a second step, inspectees and inspectors update their prior expectation with the experienced behavior of their opponent.
Learning Phase 2. Inspectee i counts the number of experienced inspections ti until time step t and updates her prior estimated detection likelihood c^ti − 1 with the arithmetic mean of her full
t

history such that cti = ti . Inspectors update their estimated
detection probability ^stj analogously.

As we have experimental data, there are two possibilities to update
beliefs. The first option is to use the actual experimental data to update
the agents’ beliefs. Thus, inspectees and inspectors update their beliefs
with their actual experiences: We define this updating rule as unilateral
learning. Such an analysis allows us to investigate whether players follow the learning model for the case of their actual experiences. The
second option is to use the experimental data only for the initialization
of the prior beliefs in period t = 0. After the initial decision, agents
update both simultaneously according to the learning model so that previous updates are drawn from simulated crime and inspection decisions. We call this updating rule bilateral learning. This analysis
allows us to compare human decision making with decisions of perfectly updating agents that started with similar starting values.
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In a third step, agents reach their decision by evaluating their utility
with their estimated detection probabilities. Inspectees commit a crime
and inspectors inspect if their expected utility is positive.
Learning Phase 3. Inspectee i commits a crime in period t if γx − c^ti p > 0.
Inspector j inspects if ^stj r − k > 0.

We repeat the learning phases 2 and 3 for the same number of periods as the experiment so that we can compare experimental data with
the learning model, more specifically with both versions of updating
rules, the unilateral and the bilateral learning.
We employ linear growth curve models to compare the learning
model with our empirical data. These models provide information
whether crime and inspection increases or decreases over time for different treatment conditions. We estimate random intercepts and random
periods to adjust standard errors for clustered decisions within subjects.
Hence, we assume that subjects differ in their baseline motivation to
steal and to inspect and in their learning behavior throughout the periods. We do not include session random intercepts because they did not
explain much variation in the previous static analysis. Because the
static analysis revealed differences for increasing versus decreasing
punishment, we estimate separate models for experiment 1 and experiment 2. We use the same dummy variable high punish as reported in
table 5. We include the baseline period variable. It is coded with 0 as
starting value to make the intercept interpretable. Furthermore, it is
divided by 15. Thus, it reports period effects for a whole stage, consisting of 15 periods, which facilitates interpretation. To test whether
subjects adapt differently for low versus high punishment, the interaction period × low punish is included. It is coded as period ×
ð1 − high punishÞ. Thus, the period variable reports period effects for
high punishment and the interaction period × low punish refers to the
difference between high punishment and low punishment. Models are
estimated with Stata 9.2 using the XTMIXED procedure. Table 6
reports estimation results.
For experiment 1, regression results show that subjects start with
50% theft and 50% inspection in the first period of low punishment. In
contrast, the same subjects start with 34% less theft and 35% less
inspection in the high punishment stage. Hence, we can report a considerable within subjects effect for strength of punishment. We see that
inspectees start on average at the Nash prediction in the low punishment stage. Nevertheless, they increase their theft behavior for 16% in
the high punishment stage, as can be seen from the effect of period.
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Likewise, inspectors increase their inspection behavior for 14% for
high punishment. Both increases are significant on the 5% level. Surprisingly, the period interaction period × low punish reveals no difference between low and high punishment stages: Theft and inspection
increases for low and for high punishment. Thus, subjects start to steal
and inspect at a moderate level and increase their behavior throughout
periods, regardless of strength of punishment.
Experiment 2 starts with high punishment and concludes with low
punishment. We might expect, from the static analysis, that effects are
weaker for this experiment because it introduces ‘punishment gains’
instead of ‘punishment losses.’ Results show that subjects start experiment 2 with 79 – 35 = 44% theft and with 55 – 12 = 43% inspection
in the first period of the high punishment condition. Strength of punishment has weaker effects on inspection, as already suspected. We see that
subjects steal and inspect at roughly constant levels throughout the high
punishment and the low punishment treatment: neither the period effect
nor the period interaction with strength of punishment is significant.
So subjects are less sensitive and less adaptive, when punishment is
decreased compared to when it is increased, supporting prospect theory.
The random part of the models reveals that subjects differ in their
baseline level of theft and inspection. These differences are about the
same as in table 5. Random period effects support that subjects differ
according to their learning behavior throughout the periods. When we
calculate period effects for the lower 10% and for the upper 10% of
the population, as we did for the static analysis for random intercepts,
we observe differences for different subjects from 41% in model (3)
to 54% in model (1) in theft and inspection increases throughout the
periods. Taking model (1) as an example, at the top 10%, subjects
increase their theft behavior of 42% throughout the periods in the
high punishment stage. In contrast, at the bottom 10%, subjects
decrease their theft behavior of 11% throughout the high punishment
stage. In addition, there is a strong correlation between starting values
of the first period and learning throughout the experiment: the negative correlation between τ21 and τ 20 is strong and significant at the
0.01% level, as can be seen from the χ22 LR value which reports the
likelihood ratio test for the random period effect.13 Thus, originally
conformist subjects increase theft behavior more than subjects who
started with high crime levels. Control averse subjects increase their
inspection activity more than ‘control freaks.’ This correlation supports the notion of strategic decision making as subjects adapt according to their social circumstances.
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Table 6. Linear growth curve models for theft and inspection
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Theft

Inspect

Theft

Inspect

Fixed effects

Experiment 1
***

Intercept
High punish
Period
Period × low punish

Experiment 2
***

0.50
(0.045)
−0.34***
(0.091)
0.16*
(0.065)
0.051
(0.081)

0.50
(0.051)
−0.35***
(0.089)
0.14*
(0.060)
−0.062
(0.079)

0.79***
(0.086)
−0.35***
(0.083)
0.061
(0.057)
−0.13
(0.074)

0.55***
(0.090)
−0.12
(0.088)
0.085
(0.061)
−0.061
(0.078)

0.21***
(0.031)
0.22***
(0.034)
−0.72***
(0.095)
0.44***
(0.0086)

0.16***
(0.028)
0.28***
(0.037)
−0.68***
(0.112)
0.43***
(0.0083)

0.16***
(0.027)
0.25***
(0.034)
−0.41*
(0.167)
0.41***
(0.0078)

0.18***
(0.029)
0.24***
(0.034)
−0.54***
(0.142)
0.44***
(0.0083)

Random effects
Random Period

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
τ 21

Random Intercept

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
τ 20

Correlation τ 21 , τ 20
Decisions

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σ2

LogLikelihood
χ22 LR random period
BIC

−937.6
47.9***
1933.3

−904.3
23.1***
1866.8

−876.6
27.4***
1811.6

−962.5
31.1***
1983.6

N(decisions)

1440

1440

1500

1500

Standard
errors
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ in parentheses, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
τ 21 and τ20 express
differences in their period effects and intercepts.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ the
psubjects’
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
More precisely, τ 21 and τ20 denote the respective standard deviation. The correlation
2
2
between the magnitude of the intercepts
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ and the period effects is denoted with τ 1 , τ 0 in
the third row of the random effects. σ 2 denotes the remaining random noise of the subjects’ decisions, irrespective of their random intercepts and slopes. The χ22 LR denotes the
likelihood ratio test for the random period effect. This test compares with the respective
Log-Likelihoods the additional explanatory power of considering different period effects
for different subjects. BIC denotes the Bayesian information criterion. 1440 (1500) decisions, 98 (100) subjects, 10 sessions. High punish: dummy, 0–low, 1–high punishment.
Period: 0 as starting value, divided by 15 to report period effect for whole stage. Period
× low punish: period interaction with (1-high punish); reference category high punish.

For comparison of empirical data with the learning model, we plot
the trajectories of crime and inspection decisions from (1) the experiments, (2) the unilateral learning model and (3) the bilateral learning
model together in figure 4.
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Period

Figure 4. Humans learn slowly in the inspection game. The connected points in the upper
figures show crime and in the lower figures inspection rates per period. The thick grey bar
in each subfigure specifies the mixed Nash equilibrium. The solid and the dashed lines
represent two different calibrations of the learning model fictitious play. Both models
assume that agents update their expectation of crime detection and start with expectations
that match their initial behavior. The solid lines specify unilateral learning, which
assumes that agents update their expectations with the actually observed behavior of their
opponent. The dashed lines specify bilateral learning, which assumes that agents update
their expectations with the simulated, perfectly adapted behavior of their opponents. The
figures show consistently that humans adapt slower than rational learning models predict.
For low punishment, crime and inspection increases less than expected and for high punishment, crime and inspection decreases less than expected.

In both experiments, inspectors start with moderate inspection activities – not very high and not very low. However, the mixed Nash equilibria predict more extreme inspection activities – higher inspection
rates for low punishment and lower inspection rates for high punishment. This implies that both inspectees and inspectors should increase
their activities for low punishment and decrease their activities for high
punishment.
The solid lines in figure 4 show the predicted learning curves of the
unilateral learning model. More specifically, they show the optimal adaption of ego for the actually experienced behavior of alter in the
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experiment. The analysis of low punishment scenarios illustrates that
humans only adapt hesitantly in the inspection game. Inspectors increase
their behavior too little so that the two lines for observed and predicted
trajectories divert more and more over time. Likewise, inspectees
increase their criminal behavior too little, compared to the unilateral
learning curves. In contrast, rationally updating agents would increase
their criminal behavior much faster than observed in the experiment.
Our results hold for high punishment scenarios as observed and simulated trajectories divert more and more over time. More specifically,
inspectors start with higher inspection activities than predicted by
mixed Nash equilibria. Therefore, inspectors and inspectees are
expected to decrease their activities, which is illustrated by the results
of the unilateral learning model, indicated by the solid lines. Clearly,
the differences increase over time, suggesting that humans are hesitant
in updating their expectations.
The dashed lines represent the bilateral learning model. It shows
the scenario, if inspectees and inspectors started with their actually
observed behavior in the first period and afterwards update and decide
simultaneously according to the learning model. The bilateral learning model therefore assumes higher rationality. In the early periods,
the bilateral learning model follows closely the unilateral learning
model. After a while, however, the simulated behavior diverts and
approximates Nash predictions. It can be shown for longer simulation
runs that the bilateral learning model generates oscillations around
Nash predictions and differences between simulation results and Nash
predictions decrease over time. Nevertheless, the results of the bilateral learning model are already quite close to Nash predictions after
15 periods, indicating that the number of periods in the experiment
was sufficient, if only humans were rational updaters – but this is only
partially the case.
We can draw similar conclusions from the static analysis of punishment effects and the analysis of learning dynamics: strategic decision-making affects criminal behavior and inspection activities.
However, the power of strategic interaction is not as strong as
implied by game theoretic reasoning. First, the strength of punishment affects both, criminals and inspectors. Second, criminals and
inspectors are reluctant to change their prior expectations of detection probabilities. They rather stay close to their initial behavior than
rapidly adapt according to a Bayesian updating process of detection
probabilities.
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5. Conclusion
Most rational choice approaches assume that higher punishments cause
lower crime rates. However, many field studies cannot confirm such
punishment effects on crime. A game theoretic approach offers a solid
theoretical explanation why we do not find such effects. The approach
relies on the opposite incentive structure between criminals (inspectees) and control agents (inspectors). Mixed Nash equilibria predict that
higher punishment does not deter crime; higher punishment deters
control.
A new laboratory experiment is presented, which manipulates the
level of punishment while holding everything else constant. So far,
there are virtually no laboratory experiments available on the game theoretic approach to crime which gives additional support for a laboratory
test before testing hypotheses in the field.
Results show that stronger punishment causes lower inspection
rates, which supports the main game theoretic implication. However,
not only inspection is affected by punishment, but crime as well. Such
mixed effects of strategic interaction are confirmed by dynamical analyses. Humans react strategically to punishment incentives, but not as
strong as predicted by game theory. The behavioral dynamics in the
experiments show that humans adapt slowly in inspection situations.
The data is confronted with the learning model ‘fictitious play.’ Here,
criminals and inspectors form an individual detection probability, perform their action if the expected utility is positive and update their
detection probability with their experience from the last move. The
comparison of experimental data with the results from the learning
model suggest that humans are quite hesitant to adapt strategically to
their social environment. While the simulation results for perfect bilateral updating show that simulated agents reach Nash equilibria at the
end of the experiment quite closely, human subjects are less adaptive.
The inflexibility of humans to change their initial beliefs might not
hold over a longer time, though. Crime and inspection rates of agents
that use fictitious play oscillate around Nash predictions and get closer
and closer. First, comparably low inspection rates motivate criminals to
commit crimes. Inspectors will follow soon because high crime rates
make inspection attractive. High inspection rates cause falling crime
rates, which in turn crowds out inspection again. These oscillations, however, might take longer for human subjects than for perfectly adapting
simulated agents so that oscillations might follow longer curves in
empirical data. It might be the case that if we observed subjects just long
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enough, we find stronger confirmation of learning theory. Therefore,
future studies are advised to increase the number of periods.
For future studies, it might be possible to test further implications of
strategic interdependence between dyads, which are motivated by the
literature on crime and punishment. Here is a brief sketch of ideas,
which provide possibilities for future laboratory experiments and analytic studies. (1) One might assume that criminals are unable to commit
crimes when they are victims. (2) Inspectors could inspect all criminals. (3) Inspectors might compete to avoid the costs of inspection. (4)
Inspectors could exchange information on criminals. (5) Inspectors
could inspect other inspectors. (6) There is only one inspector, just like
a tax agency with a randomized inspections procedure. (7) The overall
crime rate affects payoffs of all players. (8) Victims are saved from
inspection (tolerated gang wars). (9) Criminals have superstrategies to
reciprocate victimization.
Our results have implications for political decision makers as they
should take the rationality of control agents more strongly into account.
It might be more efficient to offer more rewards for inspectors than
using stronger punishments to reduce crime. Also, the finding of the
differential impact of increasing compared to decreasing punishment
can be used to design public policy programs of crime deterrence.
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Notes
1. For more optimistic reviews on deterrent effects of punishment compare Levitt
(2002); Nagin (1998); Cameron (1988).
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2. The situation of crime and control is comparable to penalty kicks in soccer, where
we naturally accept that players should mix their strategies; see for example Chiappori et al. (2002); Berger and Hammer (2007).
3. For a more critical statement on experimental designs, especially about construct
validity for measuring social preferences compare Levitt and List (2007). In contrast to this critique, the present study does not focus on measuring social preferences but on treatment effects for strength of punishment so that the proposed
argumentation should hold. For a field study on control behavior see Rauhut and
Krumpal (2008).
4. For an overview of contrasting propositions between rational choice approaches for
crime and the labeling paradigm see Opp (1989).
5. Note that this example was first given by Morgenstern (1928: 98).
6. Note that it follows from a more strict game theoretic analysis, that Moriarty should
have anticipated Holmes’ move. Furthermore, Holmes should have anticipated Moriarty’s anticipation and so forth. In conclusion, the only stable equilibrium is a probability mix of both stations.
7. If we assume for simplicity γ and x to be the same for both players.
8. Except session 3, where only 16 subjects showed up.
9. These characteristics, however, are of little importance, as it is known from other
game theoretic experiments that demographic characteristics have little influence on
strategic decision making in humans.
10. Regressions are estimated on the decision level. Robust standard errors, clustered for
subjects, are used. The dummy-variable strength of punishment is included as the
only predictor.
11. Using linear models despite categorical data is appropriate as we saw in figures 2
and 3 that mean theft and inspection behavior is bounded within 20% and 80%.
Moreover, linear random intercept models were compared with logit random intercept models, revealing only minor differences. The main reason to choose linear
models is that coefficients are far easier to interpret.
12. For a more detailed description of such backward-looking learning models see Macy
(1991) and also Macy and Flache (2002).
13. We take halved p-values, as recommended by Snijders and Bosker (1999; 90)
because variances cannot become negative.
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